SIMPLIFY AND
OPTIMIZE YOUR
CLOUD EXPENSE
MANAGEMENT IN ONE
TRUSTED PLATFORM.
Tangoe® Cloud is a Cloud Expense Management
(CEM) solution that empowers enterprises to
centralize, comprehend, and control their complex
cloud environments.

CENTRALIZE

COMPREHEND

CONTROL

Gain complete visibility into how much you
are spending and what you are spending it on
by linking your expenses and cloud assets to
departments or cost centers all in one place.

Transform complex cloud data into
meaningful information through tagging,
reporting, and analytics so you can make
informed business decisions.

Customize workflows and standard processes
to approve, allocate, and forecast your cloud
resources and expenses.
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Cloud technology is complex.
Tangoe Cloud helps you gain control.

ANALYTICS
Translate cloud consumption data into
actionable insights. Analysis of your spend and
usage will be performed to uncover optimization
opportunities to eliminate overestimating
capacity and waste.

INTEGRATION
Expand your cloud technology experience
by integrating with HRIS, accounting, and
financial systems via custom integrations.

PROGRAMS
Leverage one solution to house all cloud
vendor contracts and rates. Implement
recommendations and best practices to
improve management, visibility, and cost
allocation.

WORKFLOW
Implement best practices that improve
program management and corporate
governance. Automate invoice approval
processes to align with your organization's
hierarchy and business rules.

Our professional services help you successfully optimize and
manage your cloud technology.

ASSETS

EXPENSES
Gain visibility into your cloud spend across
multiple vendors for increased control and
reduced costs. Identify and categorize expenses
for accurate cost allocation , total cost of
ownership and chargeback/show back reporting.

Manage your cloud asset resources and
link instance identifiers to cost centers,
business units and/or locations for
improved visibility and accountability.

WANT TO SEE MORE?
Contact us to schedule a customized
demo of the Tangoe Cloud software:
tangoe.com/contact-us

TANGOE ADVISORY SERVICES

TANGOE PAY

Our team of industry experts share their deep
market knowledge to ensure your cloud
management success. Reduce your IT operating
costs, optimize network transformation projects,
and implement more successful expense
management programs and strategies through
customized initiatives.

Automatically process, schedule, and pay your
cloud invoices from one platform to eliminate
late fees and optimize the use of cash flow.
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